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Abstract
MapReduce has become the de facto standard model for designing
distributed algorithms to process big data on a cluster. There has
been considerable research on designing efficient MapReduce algorithms for clustering, graph optimization, and submodular optimization problems. We develop new techniques for designing greedy
and local ratio algorithms in this setting. Our randomized local ratio
technique gives 2-approximations for weighted vertex cover and
weighted matching, and an f -approximation for weighted set cover,
all in a constant number of MapReduce rounds. Our randomized
greedy technique gives algorithms for maximal independent set,
maximal clique, and a (1 + ε) ln ∆-approximation for weighted set
cover. We also give greedy algorithms for vertex colouring with
(1 + o(1))∆ colours and edge colouring with (1 + o(1))∆ colours.

CCS Concepts
• Theory of computation → Packing and covering problems;
MapReduce algorithms; Distributed computing models; Algorithm
design techniques;

Keywords
local ratio, vertex cover, weighted matching, mapreduce, graph
colouring
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Introduction

A wealth of algorithmic challenges arise in processing the large data
sets common in social networks, machine learning, and data mining.
The tasks to be performed on these data sets commonly involve
graph optimization, clustering, selecting representative subsets, etc.
— tasks whose theory is well-understood in a sequential model of
computation.
The modern engineering reality is that these large data sets
are distributed across clusters or data centers, for reasons including bandwidth and memory limitations, and fault tolerance. New
programming models and infrastructure, such as MapReduce and
Spark, have been developed to process this data efficiently. The
MapReduce model is attractive to theoreticians as it is clean, simple, and has rigorous foundations in the work of Valiant [41] and
Karloff et al. [25]. Designing MapReduce algorithms often involves
concepts arising in parallel, distributed, and streaming algorithms,
so it is necessary to understand classic optimization problems in a
new light.
In the formalization of the MapReduce model [25], the data for
a given problem is partitioned across many machines, where each
machine has memory sublinear in the input size. Computation proceeds in a sequence of rounds: in each round, a machine performs
a polynomial-time computation on its local data. Between rounds,

each machine simultaneously sends data to all other machines, the
size of which is restricted only by the sender’s and recipients’ memory capacity. The primary efficiency consideration in this model
is the number of rounds, although it is also desirable to constrain
other metrics, such as the memory overhead, the amount of data
communicated, and the processing time.
Greedy approximation algorithms have been a popular choice
for adapting to the MapReduce model, in the hopes that their simple
structure suits the restrictions of the model. Unfortunately, many
greedy algorithms also seem to be inherently sequential, a property
which is rather incompatible with the parallel nature of MapReduce computations. This phenomenon is, of course, well known
to parallel and distributed algorithm researchers, as it was the impetus for Valiant’s [40] and Cook’s [13] encouragement to study
the maximal independent set problem in a parallel setting. Primaldual approximation algorithms have received comparably less use
in the MapReduce setting, perhaps because they seem even more
sequential than greedy algorithms.

1.1

Techniques and Contributions

We develop two new techniques for designing MapReduce algorithms. The first is a “randomized local ratio” technique, which
combines the local ratio method [6] with judicious random sampling in order to enable parallelization. At a high level, the technique choses an i.i.d. random sample of elements, then runs an
ordinary local ratio algorithm on this sample. The crux is to show
that the weight adjustments performed by the local ratio algorithm
cause a significant fraction of the non-sampled elements to be
eliminated. Repeating this several times allows us to execute the
local ratio method with no loss in the approximation ratio. We use
this technique to give a 2-approximation for min-weight vertex
cover (Section 2) and a 2-approximation for max-weight matching (Section 5). The vertex cover result is a special case of our
f -approximation for min-weight set cover, where f is the largest
frequency of any element. Additional subtleties arise in applying
this technique to the max-weight b-matching problem (b ≥ 2), for
which we obtain a (3− b2 +ε)-approximation (Appendix D). Adapting
these randomized local ratio algorithms to the MapReduce setting
is straightforward: all machines participate in the random sampling,
and a single central machine executes the local ratio algorithm. It
is worth emphasizing that these algorithms are very simple and
could easily be implemented in practice.
Our second technique we call the “hungry-greedy” technique.
Whereas randomized local ratio uses i.i.d. sampling, hungry-greedy
first samples “heavy” elements, not to maximize an objective function, but to disqualify a large fraction of elements from the solution.
Doing so allows us to rapidly shrink the problem size, and thereby
execute the greedy method in just a few rounds. We emphasize
that the hungry-greedy technique is applicable even to problems

without an objective function or an a priori ordering on the greedy
choices. We use this technique to give efficient algorithms for maximal independent set (Section 3), maximal clique (Appendix B), and
a (1 + ε) ln ∆ approximation to weighted set cover (Section 4).
At first glance one may think that the maximal clique result
follows by a trivial reduction from the independent set result, but
this is not the case. The formalization of the MapReduce model
requires that computations be performed in linear space, so it is
not possible to complement a sparse graph. Other problems that
are widely studied in the distributed computing literature and can
usually be solved by a trivial reduction to maximal independent
set include vertex colouring with ∆ + 1 colours and edge colouring
with 2∆ − 1 colours; see the monograph of Barenboim and Elkin [8].
Again, these reductions are not possible in the MapReduce model
due to space restrictions. We make progress on these problems by
giving algorithms for (1 + o(1))∆ vertex colouring and (1 + o(1))∆
edge colouring (Section 6).

1.2

Submodular optimization has also been a fruitful avenue for
MapReduce algorithms. Kumar et al. [26] gave a general framework for maximizing monotone submodular functions over hereditary constraints in the MapReduce setting while losing only ε in
the approximation ratio. Their Sample-and-Prune and ε-Greedy
techniques are vaguely related to our hungry-greedy technique,
but nevertheless different as our technique does not maximize an
objective. Barbosa et al. [16] develop a different framework that
achieves the same approximation ratio while using fewer MapReduce rounds; it also supports the continuous greedy algorithm and
non-monotone functions. A specific result relevant to our work is a
1
3+ε -approximation for weighted matching in bipartite graphs [26]
µ
max
in O(log( w
w min )/µε) rounds and O(nm ) space per machine. The
results of Barbosa et al. seem to improve this to O(1/ε) rounds and
√
O( nm) space per machine.
Another problem related to submodular maximization is the submodular set cover problem [43], which generalizes the weighted set
cover problem, and has been studied∗ in the MapReduce model by
Mirzasoleiman et al. [34, 35]. Both of our techniques are applicable
to weighted set cover. Our randomized local ratio technique matches
the classic f -approximation [7], where f is the largest frequency
of an element. Our hungry-greedy technique gives a (1 + ε) ln ∆
approximation, nearly matching the optimal ln ∆-approximation
for polynomial-time algorithms [12]. It is worth noting that our
f -approximation is intended (as with vertex cover) for the scenario
that n ≪ m, whereas our second algorithm assumes m ≪ n. Our
latter result has several advantages over the work of Mirzasoleiman
et al.: we handle the weighted case, improve the ln m in the approximation ratio to ln ∆, our space usage is controllable by an arbitrary
parameter µ, and use significantly less space when m ≪ n.
The classical PRAM model admits algorithms for many of the
problems we consider. There are general simulations of EREW
PRAMs [25] and CREW PRAMs [20] by MapReduce algorithms,
although these lead to polylog(n)-rounds algorithms, which does
not meet the MapReduce gold standard of O(1) rounds.
Composable core-sets have recently emerged as a useful primitive for the design of distributed approximation algorithms; see,
e.g., [5, 23, 33] and the references therein. The idea is to partition
the data, compute on each part a representative subset called a coreset, then solve the problem on the union of the core-sets. Relevant
to this is the work of Assadi et al. [3] (extending work by Assadi
and Khanna [4]), which designs 3/2 + ε (resp. 3 + ε) approximate
core-sets for unweighted matching (resp. vertex cover). They obtain
2-round MapReduce algorithms as a corollary. Combining with the
technique of Crouch and Stubbs [14], these can be extended to
O(1) (resp. O(log n)) approximations for weighted variants of the
problem.
Primal-dual algorithms have previously been studied in the
MapReduce model, notably in the work of Ahn and Guha [1]. They
develop sophisticated multiplicative-weight-type techniques to approximately solve the matching (and b-matching) LP in very few
iterations. Their technique gives a (1 +ε)-approximation in O(1/µε)
MapReduce rounds while using only O(n1+µ ) space per machine.

Related work

Within the theory community, part of the appeal of the MapReduce
model is the connection to several established topics, including
distributed algorithms, PRAM algorithms, streaming algorithms,
submodular optimization and composable coresets.
One of the earliest papers on MapReduce algorithms is due to
Lattanzi et al. [27], in which the filtering technique is introduced.
Filtering involves choosing a random sample, from which a partial
solution is constructed and used to eliminate candidate elements
from the final solution; the process is repeated until all elements
are exhausted. This technique has been quite influential, and many
subsequent papers can be viewed as employing a similar methodology. Indeed, our randomized local ratio technique can be viewed
as a descendant of the filtering technique in which the local ratio weights are used to eliminate elements. The original filtering
technique yielded 2-approximations for unweighted matching and
vertex cover, and was combined with layering ideas to give an 8approximation for weighted matching [27]. These layering ideas
were improved by Crouch and Stubbs [14] and Grigorescu et al. [21]
to give a (3.5+ε)-approximation for weighted matching in the semistreaming and MapReduce models. In addition, it is also known
that any c-approximation to maximum weighted matching can be
automatically converted to a (2 + ε)-approximation algorithm by
using the former as a blockbox [30] using a logarithmic number of
rounds.
Recently Paz and Schwartzman [37] gave a (2+ε)-approximation
for weighted matching in the semi-streaming model, using the local
ratio method with clever pruning techniques to bound the recursion
depth. This result was slightly improved and substantially simplified
by Ghaffari [18]. Unfortunately, this work does not apply to the
MapReduce setting: it is very space-efficient, but not distributed.
Our randomized local ratio technique is inspired by this work, but
different. Whereas [18, 37] are deterministic and process the input
in a streaming fashion, our technique achieves its space efficiency
through random sampling and requires several rounds to process
the entire input.

∗ The set cover problem was studied earlier in the MapReduce setting by Stergiou and
Tsioutsiouliklis [39], although their work appears not to have rigorous guarantees
regarding concurrent access to shared state.
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Figure 1: Results for MapReduce algorithms. For graph algorithms, the number of vertices is n , the number of edges is assumed to be n 1+c , and the maximum
degree is ∆. For set cover, the number of sets is n , the size of the ground set is m , the size of the largest set is ∆, and the largest number of sets containing any
element is f , the maximum (resp. minimum) weight is w max (resp. w min ). For Theorem 2.4 it is assumed that m = n 1+c . The space per machine is typically n 1+µ ,
which for most results (except [1]) need not be constant; taking µ = 1/log n one can often get O (n) space and O (log n) rounds. For Theorem 4.6, n can depend
arbitrarily on m .
Problem

Weighted?

Approximation

MapReduce Rounds

Space per machine

Reference

2

O (c/µ)

O (n 1+µ )

[27]

Y

O (log2 n)

2

Õ (n 1.5 )

[4]

Y

2

O (c/µ)

O (n 1+µ )

Theorem 2.4

O (log m)

O (log(m)|O PT |)

not analyzed

[34]

(1 + ε ) ln m

O log( |O nPT | ) log(∆)/ε + log m
O ((c/µ)2 )
!

Vertex Cover

Set Cover

Y

f

Y

(1 + ε ) ln ∆

O

max
log w
w min ∆
µ2ε



if n = poly(m)

p
O ( n |O PT |∆)

[35]

O (f · n 1+µ )

Theorem 2.4

O (m 1+µ )

Theorem 4.6

Maximal Indep. Set

O (c/µ)

O (n 1+µ )

Theorem A.3

Maximal Clique

O (1/µ)

O (n 1+µ )

Corollary B.1

2

O (c/µ)

O (n 1+µ )

[27]

Y

8

O (c/µ)

O (n 1+µ )

[27]

Y

4+ε

O (c/µ)

O (n 1+µ )

[14]

Y

3.5 + ε

O (c/µ)

O (n 1+µ )

[21]

Y

2+ε

O ((c/µ) log(1/ε ))

O (n 1+µ )

[30]

Y

1+ε

O (1/µε )

O (n 1+µ )

[1]

Y

O (1)

2

Õ (n 1.5 )

[4]

2+ε

O ((log log n)2 log(1/ε ))

O (n)

[15]

1+ε

(1/ε )O (1/ε ) log log n

Õ (n)

[3]

2

O (c/µ)

O (n 1+µ )

Theorem 5.6

Vertex Colouring

(1 + o(1))∆ colours

O (1)

O (n 1+µ )

Theorem 6.4

Edge Colouring

(1 + o(1))∆ colours

O (1)

O (n 1+µ )

Theorem 6.6

Matching

Y

While their algorithm achieves a superior approximation factor
to ours, it is also highly technical. Our algorithm is concise, simple, and could plausibly be the end-of-the-road for filtering-type
techniques for the matching problem.
Very recently there have been some exciting developments in
MapReduce algorithms. Im et al. [22] have given a general dynamic
programming framework that seems very promising for designing more approximation algorithms. Czumaj et al. [15] introduced
a round compression technique for MapReduce and applied it to
matching to obtain a linear space MapReduce algorithm which gives
a (2 + ε)-approximation algorithm for unweighted matching in only
O((log log n)2 log(1/ε)) rounds. For unweighted matching, Assadi
et al. [3] built on this work and gave a (2 + ε)-approximation algorithm in O((log log n) log(1/ε)) rounds with Õ(n) space and a (1+ε)approximation algorithm in (1/ε)O (1/ε ) log log n rounds with Õ(n)
space. Round compression has also been used to give a O(log n) approximation for unweighted vertex cover using O(log log n) MapReduce rounds [2].

1.3

delivered to another machine at the start of the next round. The total
size of these output messages must also be O(N 1−δ ). In between
rounds, the output messages are delivered to their recipients as
input.
The data format and computation performed is not completely
arbitrary. Data is stored as a sequence of key-value pairs, and the
computation is performed by the eponymous map and reduce functions that operate on such sequences. The requirements of these
functions are not particularly relevant to our work, so we refer the
interested reader to standard textbooks [29] or the work of Karloff
et al. [25].
For graph algorithms, we will assume that the space per machine
is bounded as a function of n, the number of vertices, whereas the
input size is O(N ) where N = m is the number of edges. As in
Lattanzi et al. [27], we will typically assume that the space per
machine is O(n1+µ ) and the graph has m = n1+c edges, c > µ. This
c−µ
conforms to the requirements of Karloff et al. with δ = 1+c .
The memory constraints of graph problems in the MapReduce
model stem from the early work of Karloff et al. [25] and Leskovec
et al. [28]. In these papers, graph problems with n nodes and n1+c
edges were examined. Specifically, Leskovec et al. [28] found that
real world graph problems were often not sparse, but had n1+c
edges where c varied between 0.08 and larger than 0.5. In practice,
MapReduce algorithms also require Ω(n) memory per machine.
One such example is the diameter estimation algorithm of Kang et
al. [24], in which O((n + m)/M) memory is required per machine,
where M is the number of machines in total.

The MapReduce Model

In this paper we adopt the MapReduce model as formalized by
Karloff et al. [25]; see also [19]. In their setting, there is an input
of size N distributed across O(N δ ) machines, each with O(N 1−δ )
memory. This models the property that modern big data sets must
be stored across a cluster of machines. Computation proceeds in
a sequence of rounds. In each round, each machine receives input
of size O(N 1−δ ); it performs a computation on that input; then it
produces a sequence of output messages, each of which is to be
3

Related models. There have been a series of refinements to the
original MRC model of Karloff et al. [25], the most prominent of
which is the massive parallel computation (MPC) model developed
by Beame et al. [9]. The main difference with the MPC model
is that the space requirements are more stringent than in MRC.
Given an input of size N and M machines, each machine is only
allowed to have at most S = O(N /M) space. In each round, each
machine can send O(S) words to other machines. The majority of
our algorithms apply in the MPC model as well as the MRC model.
The only exceptions are our set cover and b-matching algorithms,
where our space bound depends on structural parameters of the
input.

1.4

fairly arbitrary order. Our randomized local ratio technique takes
advantage of that flexibility and combines the local ratio algorithm
with random sampling. There are essentially two components to our
randomized local ratio technique: (1) we can cover a large fraction
of the remaining sets with just a random sample of elements, and
(2) this random sample will be comparable in weight to the optimal
solution since the processing order of local ratio is fairly arbitrary.
Intuitively, property (1) ensures that the algorithm runs in a few
number of rounds, and property (2) ensures a good approximation
ratio. These two ideas will come up frequently in the algorithms
we present in this paper.
In Algorithm 1, the size of each sample U ′ is O(η) w.h.p., and η
will be taken to be n1+µ , the space available on each machine.

Organization
Algorithm 1 An f -approximation for minimum weight set cover. The

In Sections 2 and 3, we develop our “randomized local ratio” and
“hungry-greedy” techniques through the weighted set cover and
maximal independent set problems respectively. We then apply
these techniques to specific problems in the subsequent sections.
Our randomized local ratio technique is applied to maximum weight
matching (Section 5) and b-matching (Appendix D), and our hungrygreedy technique is applied to maximal clique (Appendix B) as well
as an alternate approximation of weighted set cover (Section 4). Algorithms for vertex and edge colouring that may be of independent
interest are given in Section 6.

lines highlighted in blue are run sequentially on a central machine, and all
other lines are run in parallel across all machines.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

6:

2

f -approximation for weighted set cover

7:

Ð
For notational convenience, let [n] = {1, . . . , n}, S(X ) = i ∈X Si
Í
and w(X ) = i ∈X w i for all X ⊆ [n]. In the weighted set cover problem, we are given n sets S 1 , . . . , Sn ⊆ [m] with weights w 1 , . . . , w n ∈
R >0 . The goal is to find a subset X such that w(X ) is minimal
amongst all X with S(X ) = [m].
Let OPT denote a fixed set X achieving the minimum. The frequency of element j ∈ U is defined to be |{ i : j ∈ Si }|. Let f
denote the maximum frequency of any element.

8:
9:
10:
11:

procedure ApproxSC(S 1 , . . . , Sn ⊆ U = [m])
U1 ← U , r ← 1
while Ur , ∅ do
▷: Ur is the set of all j ∈ [m] such that mini : j ∈Si w i > 0
Compute U ′ by sampling each element of Ur indepen2η
dently with probability p = min(1, |U | )
r
if |U ′ | > 6η then fail
Run the local ratio algorithm for set cover on the sets
S 1 ∩ U ′, . . . , S n ∩ U ′
Let C ⊆ [n] be the indices of all sets with zero weight
Ur +1 ← Ur \ S(C)
r ←r +1
return the indices C of all sets with zero weight

Our analysis uses the following useful fact, relating to the filtering technique of Lattanzi et al. [27].

Theorem 2.1 (Bar-Yehuda and Even [7]). The following algorithm
gives an f -approximation to weighted set cover.

Lemma 2.2. Let Ur +1 be the set computed on line Line 9 of Algorithm 1. If p = 1 then Ur +1 = ∅, otherwise |Ur +1 | < 2n/p with
probability at least 1 − e −n .

Sequential local ratio algorithm for minimum weight set
cover

Proof. If p = 1 then U ′ = Ur , so the local ratio method produces
C covering all of Ur , and so Ur +1 = ∅. So assume p < 1.
For each X ⊆ [n], let S(X ) be the elements left uncovered by
X . Let EX be the event that U ′ ∩ S(X ) = ∅. Say that X is large if
|S(X )| ≥ 2n/p =: τ . For large X , Pr[EX ] ≤ (1 − p)τ ≤ e −pτ = e −2n .
By a union bound, the probability that all large EX fail to occur is
at least 1 − e −n . Since the local ratio method produces a set C for
which U ′ ∩ S(C) = ∅, with high probability it must be that C is not
large.
□

Arbitrarily select an element j ∈ U such that the minimum
weight of all sets containing j is strictly positive, then
reduce all those weights by that minimum value. Remove
all sets with zero weight, and add them to the cover. Repeat
so long as uncovered elements remain.
More explicitly, the weight reduction step works as follows. If
element j ∈ U was selected, then we compute ϵ = mini ∈[n] : j ∈Si w i
then perform the update w i ← w i − ϵ for all i with j ∈ Si .

2.1

Theorem 2.3. Suppose that m ≤ n 1+c . Let η = n 1+µ , for any µ > 0.
Then Algorithm 1 terminates within ⌈c/µ⌉ iterations and returns
an f -approximate set cover, w.h.p.

Randomized local ratio

Proof. Correctness: Observe that the sequential local ratio algorithm for set cover can pick elements in an arbitrary order.
Algorithm 1 is an instantiation of that algorithm that uses random sampling to partially determine the order in which elements

The local ratio method described above is not terribly parallelizable, as it processes elements sequentially. Nor is it terribly spaceefficient, as it might require processing every element in [m]. However, it does have the virtue that elements can be processed in a
4

are picked. It immediately follows that Algorithm 1 outputs an f approximation to the minimum set cover, assuming it does not fail.
By a standard Chernoff bound, an iteration fails with probability at
most exp(−n1+µ ) ≤ exp(−n).
Efficiency: By Lemma 2.2, while p < 1 we have |Ur +1 | ≤ 2n/p =
2n|Ur |/η = 2|Ur |/n µ ≤ 2n1+c−r µ , whp. By iteration r = ⌈c/µ⌉ − 1,
we will have |Ur | ≤ 2n1+c = 2η and so p = 1. After one more
iteration the algorithm will terminate, again by Lemma 2.2.
□

2.2

concepts, this section presents a simple algorithm using O(1/µ 2 )
rounds. In Appendix A, we show how to further parallelize this
algorithm so that it takes O(c/µ) rounds.
The algorithm, shown in Algorithm 2, proceeds in phases where
each phase takes O(1/µ) rounds. In phase i ≥ 1, we reduce the
maximum degree from n 1−(i−1)α to n 1−iα . We will choose α = µ/2
so that after O(1/µ) phases, the maximum degree will be at most
n µ . Following this, we can finish the algorithm in one more round
by placing the entire graph onto a central machine.
For a vertex v, we define N (v) as the neighbours of v and
N + (v) = N (v)∪{v}. For a set I ⊆ V , we define N + (I ) = ∪v ∈I N + (v)
and N I (v) = N (v) \ N + (I ). In other words, N I (v) is the set of neighbours of v which are not in I and not adjacent to a vertex in I .
Finally let d I (v) = |N I (v)| if v < N + (I ), otherwise d I (v) = 0.

MapReduce implementation

Theorem 2.4. There is a MapReduce algorithm that computes an
f -approximation for the minimum weight set cover where each
machine has memory O(f · n1+µ ). The number of rounds is O(c/µ)
in the case f = 2 (i.e., vertex cover) and O((c/µ)2 ) in the case f > 2.
Proof. Instead of representing the input as the sets S 1 , . . . , Sn ,
we instead assume that it is represented as the “dual” set system
T1 , . . . ,Tm where T j = { i : j ∈ Si }. By definition of frequency, we
have |T j | ≤ f .
Each element j ∈ [m] will be assigned arbitrarily to one of the
machines, with n1+µ elements per machine, so M := m/n1+µ =
nc−µ machines are required. Element j will store on its machine the
set T j and a bit indicating if j ∈ Ur . Thus, the space per machine is
O(f · n1+µ ).
The main centralized step is the local ratio computation (lines
7-8). The centralized machine receives as input the sets T j for all
j ∈ U ′ . As |U ′ | ≤ 6η, the input received by the central machine is
O(f η) = O(f n 1+µ ) words. After executing the local ratio algorithm,
the centralized machine then computes C.
There are two key steps requiring parallel computation: the
sampling step (line 5) and the computation of Ur +1 (line 9). After the
central machine computes C, it must send C to all other machines.
Sending this directly could require |C | · M = Ω(n1+c−µ ) bits of
output, which could exceed the machine’s space of O(n1+µ ). Instead,
we can form a broadcast tree over all machines with degree n µ
and depth c/µ, allowing us to send C to all machines in O(c/µ)
MapReduce rounds. Since each machine knows C, each element j
can determine if j ∈ Ur +1 by determining if T j ∩ C , ∅. The same
broadcast tree can be used to compute |Ur +1 | and send that to all
machines. Since each element j knows if j ∈ Ur and knows |Ur |, it
can independently perform the sampling step.
In the case f = 2 (i.e., vertex cover), this can be improved. Each
set Si (i.e., vertex) will also be assigned to one of the M machines,
randomly chosen. By a Chernoff bound (using that |Si | ≤ n) the
space required per machine is O(f · n1+µ ) w.h.p. After computing
C, the central machine sends a bit to each set Si indicating whether
i ∈ C or not. Each set Si then forwards that bit to each element
j ∈ Si . Thus j can determine whether j ∈ Ur +1 . Each machine can
send to a central location the number of edges on that machine that
lie in Ur +1 , so the central machine can compute |Ur +1 | and send it
back to all machines.
□

3

Algorithm 2 A simple algorithm for maximal independent set. The lines
highlighted in blue are run sequentially on a central machine, and all other
lines are run in parallel across all machines.

10:

procedure MIS1(G = (V , E))
I ←∅
▷ I is the current independent set
for i = 1, . . . , 1/α do
▷: d I (v) ≤ n 1−(i−1)α for all v ∈ V
VH ← {v : d I (v) ≥ n 1−iα }
▷ Heavy vertices
while |VH | ≥ niα do
Draw niα groups of n µ/2 vertices from VH , say
X1 , . . . , Xn i α
for j = 1, . . . , niα do
if ∃ v j ∈ Xj such that d I (v j ) ≥ n 1−iα then
I ← I ∪ {v j }

11:

VH ← {v : d I (v) ≥ n 1−iα } ▷ Update heavy vertices

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

8:
9:

12:

13:

Find maximal independent set in VH and add it to I ▷
|VH | < niα
return I

Remark 3.1. In the algorithm, a vertex can lose its label as a heavy
vertex during the for loop. This is intentional as when we add a
vertex to I , we want to make sure we make substantial progress.
Moreover, since a vertex sends all its neighbours, it is easy to tell
whether a vertex is heavy and to update N + (I ).
Lemma 3.2. Let VH be the set of heavy vertices at the beginning
of the inner for loop (line 9) and VH′ be the set of heavy vertices
after the for loop. Then |VH′ | ≤ |VH |/n µ/4 w.h.p.
Proof. Observe that the first group X1 of vertices will definitely
contain a heavy vertex so it will remove at least n 1−iα vertices
from the graph.∗ Now suppose we are currently processing group
Xj . If the number of heavy vertices is at most |VH |/n µ/4 at this
point then we are done. So suppose the number of heavy vertices
is at least |VH |/n µ/4 . Since we sample the vertices uniformly at
random, the group Xj contains a heavy vertex with probability at

 n µ /2


least 1 − 1 − 1/n µ/4
≥ 1 − exp −n µ/4 . At this point, we add
another heavy vertex to I and remove it and all its neighbours.

Maximal independent set

As a warm-up to the “hungry-greedy” technique, we first present
an algorithm to find a maximal independent set (MIS) in a constant number of MapReduce rounds. In order to clearly explain the

∗ We
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will say v is removed from the graph if it is added to N + (I ).

The above process can happen at most niα times before the
number of heavy vertices is at most |VH |/n µ/4 . This is because if
it happens niα times then no vertices remain. Hence, by taking a
union bound over all groups, we have that |VH′ | ≤ |VH |/n µ/4 with


probability at least 1 − n · exp −n µ/4 .
□

Our algorithm for set cover is also inspired by some of the PRAM
algorithms for set cover (see, for example, [10, 11, 17, 38]). Indeed,
we use a similar bucketing approach as [10, 11, 17, 38] which we
now describe. Let L = maxℓ {|S ℓ |/w ℓ }. We first consider only the
“bucket” of sets that have a cost ratio of at least L/(1+ε) and continue
to add sets from this bucket to the cover until the bucket is empty
(after which we decrease L by 1 + ε and repeat). However, note that
once we add a set from the bucket to the cover, some of the sets in
the bucket may no longer have a sufficiently cost ratio to remain in
the bucket; in this case, we need to remove them from the bucket.
It is shown in [11] (improving on [10]) that exhausting a bucket
can be done in O(log2 n) time in the PRAM model; this can be
easily translated to a O(log2 (n)/(µ log(m)))-round algorithm in the
MapReduce model. Our main contribution is to show that, in MapReduce, one can exhaust a bucket in O(log2 (n)/(µ 2 log2 (m))) rounds.
In particular, when n = poly(m) and µ is a constant, the number of
rounds decreases from O(log n) to O(1).
The high level idea of our parallel algorithm for approximate
minimum set cover is as follows. Let C denote the current elements
in the partial solution constructed so far (initially C = ∅). At this
point, the algorithm considers only considers sets, S ℓ , which are
almost optimal, i.e. |S ℓ \ C |/w ℓ ≥ L(1 + ε), where initially, L =
maxℓ {|S ℓ |/w ℓ } but is decreased as the algorithm runs. We then
partition these sets into 1/α groups where group i consists of sets
whose cardinatliy is in [m 1−(i+1)α , m 1−iα ). From each group i, we
then sample m 1−(i+1)α collections of m µ/2 sets. Starting from the
group 1, we will see that either every collection contains an almost
optimal set or we have made a large amount of progress. It will
also turn out that we can decrease a certain potential function by a
large amount in each iteration so within a few iterations, there will
be no more profitable sets. If we have not covered the universe at
this point then we decrease L by (1 + ε) and repeat this process.
We now begin with a more formal treatment of the algorithm for
minimum weight set cover. We will assume that each machine has
Í
O(m 1+µ log(n)) space and ni=1 |Si | ≥ m 1+c so that the memory is
sublinear in the input size. The pseudocode for the algorithm is
given in Algorithm 3.
In Section 4.1, we will describe the MapReduce implementation
of this algorithm. Of particular note is that the second while loop
can be implemented in a small number of MapReduce rounds. Our
goal in this section is to show that the number of times the while
loop is executed is small.
To that end, let us fix L and analyze the number of iterations
of the second while loop starting at Line 7. To do this, it will be
convenient to introduce the potential function

Theorem 3.3. There is a MapReduce algorithm to find a maximal
independent set in O(1/µ 2 ) rounds and O(n 1+µ ) space per machine,
w.h.p.
Proof sketch. As before, there are M := nc−µ machines. Each
vertex and its adjacency list is assigned to one of the M machines,
randomly chosen. By a Chernoff bound, the space required per
machine is O(n1+µ ) whp. Each vertex v will maintain its value of
d I (v), allowing it to determine if v ∈ VH . Thus, the sampling step
(line 7) can be performed in parallel.
A central machine maintains and updates the sets I and N (I ). It
receives as input the sets of vertices X1 , . . . , Xn i α and their lists of
alive neighbours, so the total input size is proportional to
iα
n
Õ

Õ

d I (v) ≤ niα · n µ/2 · n1−(i−1)α = n 1+µ/2+α .

j=1 v ∈Xj

After executing the for-loop, the central machine can use these lists
of neighbours to also compute N + (I ).
The next step requiring parallelization is line 11. To execute
this, the central machine sends a bit to each vertex v indicating if
v ∈ N + (I ). Then, every v < N + (I ) asks each neighbour w ∈ N (v) if
w ∈ N + (I ). The results of these queries allow v to compute d I (v).
By Lemma 3.2, the while loop takes O(1/µ) rounds, so the entire
algorithm takes O(1/µ 2 ) rounds.
□
Maximal clique. One might initially assume that an algorithm
for maximal independent set immediately implies an algorithm for
maximal clique. But, as mentioned in Section 1, it is not clear how to
reduce maximal clique to maximal independent set in O(m) space:
complementing the graph might require Ω(n 2 ) space. Nevertheless,
it is possible to adapt Algorithm 2 so that it will compute a maximal
clique. A description of the necessary modifications appears in
Appendix B.

4

(1+ε) ln ∆-approximation for weighted set cover

For convenience, we reuse the same notation from Section 2. The
standard greedy algorithm for weighted set cover is as follows.
We maintain a set C of covered elements (initially C = ∅). In each
iteration, we find the set Si which maximizes |Si \C |/w i . We add Si
to our solution and add the elements of Si to C. It is known [13] that
this algorithm has approximation ratio H ∆ where ∆ = maxℓ |S ℓ |
Í
and Hk = ki=1 k1 .
Unfortunately, implementing this greedy algorithm is tricky in
MapReduce but, following Kumar et al. [26], we can implement the
ε-greedy algorithm, which differs from the standard greedy method
as follows. Instead of choosing the set Si to maximize |Si \ C |/w i ,
1 max {|S \ C |/w }. The
we choose Si such that |Si \ C |/w i ≥ 1+ε
j
j
j
standard dual fitting argument [13, 42] can be easily modified to
prove that this gives a (1 + ε)H ∆ -approximate solution.

Õ

Φk B
ℓ ∈[n]:

|S ℓ \Ck |
wℓ

|S ℓ \ Ck |.
L
≥ 1+ε

Observe that we have the trivial upper bound Φk ≤ nm. Moreover,
Φk = 0 if and only if we finished with the second while loop by
iteration k.
Using a straightforward Chernoff bound (Theorem E.1), we can
show that each iteration has a small proabilility of failure, i.e. in
each iteration, we make it into line 16 with very small probability.
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group Xi, j contains a set S ℓ with both |S ℓ \ C | ≥ m 1−(i+1)α /2 and
|S ℓ \C |/w k ≥ L/(1 + ε). The algorithm then adds S ℓ to the solution.
Note that if this happens 2m (i+1)α times then we have covered the
ground set and so the conclusion of the lemma holds trivially.
Hence,



Algorithm 3 A (1 + ε ) ln ∆-approximation for minimum weight set cover.
Blue lines are centralized.
1:

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

9:

10:
11:
12:

13:
14:
15:

16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

21:
22:
23:
24:
25:

procedure ApproxSC(S 1 , . . . , Sn ⊆ U = [m], w 1 , . . . , w n ∈
R >0 )
n
o
|S |
L ← maxℓ wℓℓ
S←∅
C←∅
▷ C ⊆ [m] maintains set of covered elements
while C , [m] do
k←1
while ∃ℓ s.t. |S ℓ \ Ck |/w ℓ ≥ L/(1 + ε) do
Ck ← C
▷ Maintain temporary set of covered
elements; used only for proof.
Let Sk,i = {S ℓ : m1−iα ≤ |S ℓ \ Ck | <
1−(i−1)α
m
and |S ℓ \ Ck |/w k ≥ L/(1 + ε)}
for i = 1, . . . , 1/α do
for j = 1, . . . , 2m(i+1)α do
Include each S ℓ ∈ Sk,i into group Xi, j with
probability min{1, m µ/2 /|Sk,i |}

we conclude that with probability at least 1 − m exp −m µ/4 /2 , we
′ | ≤ |S |/2m µ/4 .
have |Sk,i
k,i

□

Let us now fix α = µ/8. The following lemma shows that the
potential function decreases geometrically after every iteration.
µ/8 with probLemma 4.3. Fix an iteration
 k. ThenΦk+1 ≤ Φk /m
µ/4 /2 .
ability at least 1 − 16m
µ exp −m

Proof.
4.1, an iteration
 By Claim

 fails with probability at most
µ/2 .
exp −m µ/2 = 8m
exp
−m
µ
n
o
′ : |S ℓ \C k +1 | ≥ L
For i ∈ [1/α], let Ai = S ℓ ∈ Sk,i ∩ Sk,i
wℓ
1+ε
o
n
′ : |S ℓ \C k +1 | ≥ L
and Bi = S ℓ ∈ Sk,i \ Sk,i
wℓ
1+ε . Then
m
α

if |Xi, j | ≤ 4m µ/2 then
Send each Xi, j to the central machine.
else
▷ At least one Xi, j is too big so fail and
continue to next iteration.
k ←k +1
continue
for i = 1, . . . , 1/α do
for j = 1, . . . , 2m(i+1)α do
if ∃S ℓ ∈ Xi, j such that |S ℓ \ C | ≥
m 1−(i+1)α /2 then
S ← S ∪ {S ℓ }
C ← C ∪ Sℓ
k ←k +1
L ← L/(1 + ε)
return S

Φk +1 =

1/α  Õ
Õ
i=1

S ℓ ∈Ai

|S ℓ \ Ck +1 | +

Õ
S ℓ ∈Bi


|S ℓ \ Ck +1 | .

′ ,
Sk,i

By Lemma 4.2 and the definition of
we have
Õ
′
|S ℓ \ Ck +1 | ≤ |Sk,i
|m 1−(i−1)α ≤ |Sk,i |m 1−(i−1)α −µ/4 /2.
S ℓ ∈Ai

Í
On the other hand, we have S ℓ ∈Bi |S ℓ \Ck +1 | ≤ |Sk,i |m 1−(i+1)α /2.
Plugging in α = µ/8, we have
Φk +1 ≤

1/α
Õ
i=1

|Sk,i |m1−i µ/8 /m µ/8 .

Finally, we can also write

Claim 4.1. Fix an iteration k. We have |Xi, j | ≤ 4m µ/2 for all i, j
µ/2 .
with probability at least 1 − m
α exp −m

Φk =

1/α Õ
Õ
i=1 S ℓ ∈Sk, i

|S ℓ \ Ck | ≥

1/α
Õ
i=1

|Sk,i |m1−i µ/8 .

Hence, we conclude that Φk +1 ≤ Φk /m µ/8 .

The first lemma states that for a good fraction of the sets, a good
fraction of their remaining elements has been covered. This will
be useful for showing that Φk decreases significantly after each
iteration.

□

We now show that the number of iterations of the inner while
loop is quite small with high probability.
18 log Φ

Lemma 4.2. Fix i and an iteration k. Let Sk,i be as in Algorithm 3
and

Lemma 4.4. Let K = inf {k > 0 : Φk = 0}. Then K ≤ µ log m0 with


µ/4 /2 .
probability ≥ 1 − 32m
µ exp −m

′
Sk,i
= {S ℓ ∈ Sk,i : |S ℓ \ Ck +1 | ≥ m1−(i+1)α /2

Proof. Let us define a new random process Φk′ , which is coupled
and |S ℓ \ Ck+1 |/w k ≥ L/(1 + ε)}.
to Φk as follows. First, Φ0′ = Φ0 . For k ≥ 1 we have two cases. If

 Φ ≥ 1 then we set
′ | ≤ |S |/2m µ/4 with probability at least 1−m exp −m µ/4 /2 . k
Then |Sk,i
(
k,i
Φk′ /m µ/8 if Φk +1 ≤ Φk /m µ/8
′
.
Φk +1 =
Proof. Suppose we are currently processing group Xi, j . If at
0
otherwise
this point, the number of sets S ℓ ∈ Sk,i with both |S ℓ \ C | ≥
m 1−(i+1)α /2 and |S ℓ \ C |/w k ≥ L/(1 + ε) is at most |Si,k |/2m µ/4
On the other hand if Φk = 0 then we set Φk′ +1 = Φk′ /m µ/8 with


then we are done (since C ⊆ Ck+1 ). Otherwise, with probability at
µ/4 /2 . With the remainder probability,
probability 1− 16m
exp
−m

 | Sk, i |/2m µ /4


µ
least 1 − 1 − m µ/2 /|Sk,i |
≥ 1 − exp −m µ/4 /2 , the
we set Φk′ +1 = Φk .
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Observe that with this coupling, we have Φk ≤ Φk′ for all k ≥ 0.
ln Φ0
′ < 1 with probability at
Set K ′ = 18
will show that ΦK
′
µ ln m . We


32m
µ/4
least 1 − µ exp −m /2 . This then implies that K ≤ K ′ with
the same probability since ΦK ′ must be a nonnegative integer.
Let us say iteration k is good if Φk′ +1 ≤ Φk′ /m µ/8 . Otherwise,
we say it is bad. By Lemma 4.3 and the definition of {Φk′ }k , it follows


µ/4 /2 .
that iteration k is good with probability at least 1− 16m
µ exp −m

their children
 and so on. By doing this, all machines will know C
in O µlnlnnm MapReduce rounds.
The machines can also determine |Sk,i | in a similar manner but
starting at the leaves of tree. Here, each machine will compute the
number of sets that are in Sk,i and send that quantity to its parents.
The parents then sum up the input and their own contribution to
|Sk,i | which they send to their own parents. Eventually the root is
able to compute |Sk,i | and then propagates the number back down


to the leaves as done above. This again takes O µlnlnnm rounds in
MapReduce.
We can also use a similar strategy to check that |Xi, j | is small in
Line 16 of Algorithm 3. We thus have the following theorem.

Φ0
9 ln Φ0
′
After 8µ ln
ln m + 1 ≤ µ ln m good iterations, we have Φk < 1 so it sufΦ0
′
fices to show that after K ′ iterations there are at most 9µ ln
ln m = K /2
′
bad iterations. Indeed, after K iterations,
number of
 the expected

µ/4 /2 so by Markov’s
bad iterations is at most K ′ · 16m
µ exp −m
′
Inequality, there are
 more than
 K /2 bad iterations with probability
µ/4 /2 . This completes the proof.
at most 32m
µ exp −m

Theorem 4.6. There is a MapReduce algorithm that returns a
(1 + ε)H ∆ -approximate minimum
set cover which uses memory


□

ln(Φ) log

We are now ready to prove the main theorem in this section.
Í
Define Φ = ℓ ∈[n] |S ℓ |.

O

1−

18 log Φ
µ log m

|S ℓ |
wℓ

times with probability at least



64m
exp −m µ/4 /2 .
µ

. We can prove the running time as follows.

5

Let K =
and consider splitting up the iterations of the
inner while loop into blocks of size K. By block t, we will refer
to iterations tK, . . . , (t + 1)K − 1 of the inner while loop. We say
that a block t is good if L has decreased at least once during that
block. If the algorithm has already completed by that point, we will
instead just flip a coin which
 comes up heads with probability at

The expected number of bad blocks is

32m
α

Maximum weight matching

We have a graph G = (V , E, w) but now w : E → R is a weight
function on the edges. A matching in a graph is a subset M ⊆ E such
that e 1 ∩ e 2 = ∅ for any distinct e 1 , e 2 ∈ M. The maximum weight
Í
matching in a graph is a matching M that maximizes e ∈M w e .

µ/4 /2 . If it comes up heads we will call that
least 1 − 32m
µ exp −m
block good. Otherwise, we call the block bad.
Note that after log1+ε (Mw max ) good blocks, we are guaranteed
that the algorithm has terminated. If we consider 2 log1+ε (Mw max )
blocks then it suffices that at most log1+ε (Mw max
 ) blocks are bad.

5.1

The local ratio method
Sequential local ratio algorithm for maximum weight
matching
Arbitrarily select an edge e with positive weight and reduce
its weight from itself and its neighboring edges. Push e
onto a stack and repeat this procedure until there are no
positive weight edges remaining. At the end, unwind the
stack adding edges greedily to the matching.

−m µ/4 /2

exp
so ap

ln(Φ) log1+ε (Mw max )
plying Markov’s Inequality shows that after O
µ ln m
iterations, the
 algorithm
 has terminated with probability at least

µ/4 /2 . Using the trivial bound M ≤ ∆/w
1 − 64m
min and
α exp −m
replacing α with µ/8 completes the proof.
□

4.1

with prob-

Remark 4.7. Lemma 2.5 in [10] gives a simple way to preprocess the input so that w max /w min ≤ mn/ε as follows. Let γ =
maxi ∈[m] minS ∋i w(S). This is a lower bound on the cost of any
cover. First, we add every set with cost at most γ ε/n to the cover;
this constributes a cost of at most γ ε ≤ ε · OPT . Next, we remove
any set with cost more than mγ since OPT ≤ mγ . All these steps
can be done using a broadcast tree in O(log(n)/(µ log(m))) rounds
of MapReduce.

Proof. The correctness follows because the algorithm implements the ε-greedy
for set cover.
n algorithm
o
Let M = maxℓ

/w min ) ln(n)

Using the bound Φ ≤ nm yields the bound given in Figure 1.

Theorem 4.5. Algorithm 3 returns (1 + ε)H ∆ -approximate minimum
set cover. Moreover,

 the inner loop is executed at most
ln(Φ) log1+ε (∆w max /w min )
µ ln m

(∆w

max
1+ε
O(m 1+µ log n) and runs in O
µ 2 ln2 (m)

 
µ/4 /2 .
ability at least 1 − O m
µ exp −m

If the edge e = (u, v) was selected, then the weight reduction
makes the updates w e ′ ← w e ′ − w e for any edge e ′ such that
e ′ ∩ e , ∅. In contrast to the minimum vertex cover algorithm,
weights in the graph can be reduced to negative weights.

MapReduce Implementation

It is straightforward to implement most steps in Algorithm 3 in
MapReduce. However, we will highlight two nontrivial step here.
The first is how to propagate information such as the set of covered
elements C to all the machines. To do this, it is convenient to imagine
all the machines as arranged in an O(m µ )-ary tree where the root
of the tree is the central machine. Then the central machine can
pass C down to its children. These machines then pass down to

Theorem 5.1 (Paz-Schwartzman [37]). The above algorithm returns a matching which is at least half the optimum value.

5.2

Randomized local ratio

As in Section 2.1, we apply our randomized local ratio technique to
make the algorithm above amenable to parallelization. For intuition,
8

• ∆i+1 ≤ ∆i /n µ/4 .

consider a fixed a vertex v and suppose we sample approximately
n µ of its edges uniformly at random. If e is the heaviest sampled
edge then there are only about d(v)/n µ edges incident to v that are
heavier than e. Hence, in the local ratio algorithm, if we choose e
as the edge to reduce then this effectively decreases the degree of v
by a factor of n −µ .

Proof. Let kv be the number of edges incident to v with positive
weight when we reach v in the for loop in Line 13. If kv ≤ ∆i /n µ/4
then we are done so suppose kv > ∆i /n µ/4 . The probability that we
do not sample any of the heaviest kv /n µ/4 edges that are currently
µ /4


 1+µ /2 
1+µ kv /n
incident to v is at most 1 − n|E |
≤ exp − n |E | ∆i ≤

Algorithm 4 2-approximation for maximum weight matching. Blue lines

exp(−n µ/2 ). Hence, we have di+1 (v) ≤ kv /n µ/4 ≤ di (v)/n µ/4 with
probability at least 1−exp(−n µ/2 ) = 1−exp(−ω(log n)). Combining
with Claim 5.2 and taking a union bound completes the proof. □

are centralized.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

10:
11:
12:
13:

14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

procedure ApproxMaxMatching(G = (V , E))
E 1 ← E, d 1 (v) ← d(v), i ← 1
S←∅
▷ Initialize an empty stack.
while Ei , ∅ do
for each vertex v ∈ V do
if |Ei | < 4η then
Let Ev′ be all edges in Ei incident to v
else
′
Construct
 η Ev ⊆ Ei ∩δ (v) by sampling i.i.d. with
probability p = min |E | , 1
i
Í
if v |Ev′ | > 8η then
Fail
for each vertex v ∈ V do
Let e ∈ Ev′ be the heaviest edge and apply weight
reduction to e
Push e onto the stack S
Let Ei+1 be the subset of Ei with positive weights
▷: Let di+1 (v) denote |{e ∈ Ei+1 : v ∈ e}|
i ←i +1
Unwind S, adding edges greedily to the matching M
return M

Theorem 5.5. Suppose η = O(n 1+µ ) for any constant µ > 0. With
probability 1−O(cn/µ) exp(−n µ ), Algorithm 7 terminates in O(c/µ)
iterations and returns a 2-approximate maximum matching.
Proof. By Lemma 5.3, the first iteration does not fail and d 2 (v) ≤
nc for all v ∈ V . By Lemma 5.4, after at most O(c/µ) iterations, the
algorithm has not failed and the total number of edges with positive
weight remaining is at most 8n 1+µ . At this point, the algorithm
completes its last iteration of weight reduction then unwinds the
stack and returns a matching. The correctness of the algorithm
follows from Theorem 5.1.
□
The preceding analysis assumes that µ = ω(log log n/log n). In
Appendix C we additionally handle the case µ = 0 (or equivalently,
µ = Θ(1/log n)).

5.3

MapReduce implementation

Theorem 5.6. There is a MapReduce algorithm that computes a
2-approximation to the maximum weight matching using O(n 1+µ )
space per machine and O(c/µ) rounds (when µ = ω(log log n/log n))
or O(log n) rounds (when µ = 0).

The following claim follows by a simple Chernoff bound.
Proof. As a sequential algorithm, the correctness of Algorithm 7
is established by Theorem 5.5 in the case µ is constant and Theorem C.2 when µ = 0. We now show how to parallelize Algorithm 7.
As in Theorem 2.4, there are nc−µ machines and each edge is
assigned to one of the machines with O(n1+µ ) edges per machine.
Each vertex (and its adjacency list) is randomly assigned to one of
the machines, so the space per machine is O(n 1+µ ) whp. Each edge
e stores its original weight and maintains a bit indicating if e ∈ Ei .
The local ratio steps (lines 12-14) are performed sequentially on
the central machine. The input to the central machine is the sets
Ev′ , together with the original weights of those edges. The total
Í
size of the input is proportional to v |Ev′ |, which is guaranteed
to be O(η) by line 11. The central machine is stateful: it maintains
values ϕ(v) for each vertex v, initially zero. The value ϕ(v) will
always equal the total value of the weight reductions for all edges
incident to v. Thus, for any edge e = {u, v} that was never added
to the stack, if its original weight is w e , then its modified weight is
w e −ϕ(u)−ϕ(v). The weight reduction operation for edge e = {u, v}
is then straightforward: simply decrease both ϕ(u) and ϕ(v) by
w e − ϕ(u) − ϕ(v).
The main step requiring parallelization is line 15. After the forloop terminates, the central machine sends ϕ(v) to each vertex v,
and informs each edge whether it was added to the stack. If so,
the edge’s modified weight is definitely non-positive so it cannot

Claim 5.2. For i ≥ 1 and conditioned on iteration i − 1 not failing,
iteration i fails with probability at most exp(−η).
Lemma 5.3. Suppose η = n 1+µ for some constant µ > 0 and
|E| = n 1+c for some c > µ. Then, with probability at least 1 − (n +
1) · exp(−n µ ):
• the first iteration does not fail; and
• d 2 (v) ≤ nc for all v ∈ V , where d 2 is as defined in Line 16 of
Algorithm 4.
Proof. Let kv be the number of edges incident to v with positive
weight when we reach v in the for loop in Line 13. If kv ≤ nc then
we are done so suppose kv > nc . The probability that we do not
sample any of the heaviest nc edges that are currently incident to v

 c
 1+µ +c 
1+µ n
is at most 1 − n|E |
≤ exp(−n µ ). Combining
≤ exp − n |E |
with Claim 5.2 and taking a union bound completes the proof. □
In the subsequent analysis, we will assume that µ is a positive
constant. (Actually, it suffices to take µ = ω(log log n/log n).)
Lemma 5.4. Suppose η = n1+µ for any constant µ > 0. Let ∆i =
maxv di (v). For i > 2 and conditioning on the past i − 1 iterations
not failing, with probability at least 1 − (n + 1) · exp(−n µ/2 ):
• iteration i does not fail; and
9

belong to Ei+1 . Afterwards, each vertex v then sends ϕ(v) to each
edge e ∈ δ (v). Each edge e = {u, v} receives ϕ(u) and ϕ(v) and, if
it was not added to the stack, computes its modified weight; if this
is positive then e belongs to Ei+1 . Given the knowledge of whether
e ∈ Ei and given |Ei | (which is easy to compute in parallel), an edge
can independently perform the sampling operation on line 9. □

(c−µ)/2 then we have ∆ ≤
Lemma 6.1.
i
√ For all µ > 0 and κ = n
−µ/2
6 ln n)∆/κ for all i with probability at least 1 − 1/n.
(1 + n

Proof. For a single vertex v of degree d, the probability that v
has degree greater than (1
 (in the subgraph induced by
 + ε)∆/κ

∆ by a standard Chernoff bound
its group) is at most exp −ε 2 3κ
c/2+µ/2 ≥ n µ , we may take ε =
(Theorem
√ E.1). Since ∆/κ ≥ n
−µ/2
n
6 ln n in which case the probability that a vertex v has degree
greater than (1 + ε)∆/κ is at most 1/n 2 . Taking a union bound then
yields the lemma.
□

b-matching. Using similar techniques, one can obtain a (3 − 2/b +
ε)-approximation to b-matching; see Appendix D.

6

Vertex and edge colouring

Lemma 6.2. We have |Ei | ≤ 13n 1+µ with probability at least
1 − n 2 · exp (−n µ ).

In this section, we show how to colour a graph with maximum
degree ∆ using (1 + o(1))∆ colours in a constant number of rounds.
As is the case with MIS, (∆ + 1)-vertex colouring is one of the
most fundamental problems of distributed computing. In the CREW
PRAM model, both MIS and (∆ + 1)-vertex colouring have algorithms that can be easily translated to O(log n)-round algorithms
in the MapReduce model. Luby’s randomized algorithms for both
MIS [31] and (∆ + 1)-vertex colouring [32] have clean MapReduce
implementations by using one machine per processor in the CREW
PRAM algorithm. Within the CREW PRAM and LOCAL model,
both MIS and (∆ + 1)-vertex colouring have well established lower
bounds. However, we are unaware of non-trivial (i.e. non-constant)
lower bounds on round complexity in the MapReduce model.
Although our algorithm does not use the randomized local ratio
or the hungry-greedy paradigm developed in the previous sections,
we feel that it is of independent interest as it is the first constant
round algorithm for ∆ + o(∆)-vertex colouring within the MapReduce model that we are aware of.
Recall that the number of edges is n 1+c , so ∆ ≥ nc since the
maximum degree is at least the average degree. Our algorithm is
very simple; first we randomly partition the vertex set into κ B
n(c−µ)/2 groups. Within each group, the maximum degree is (1 +
o(1))∆/κ with high probability, so (1 + o(1))∆/κ + 1 colours suffices
to colour each group. The colour of a vertex is determined by the
group that it is in and its colour within each group. Hence, this gives
a colouring with (1 +o(1))∆ colours. Furthermore, we show that the
subgraph induced by each group has a small number of edges. As a
corollary we get a MapReduce algorithm for (1 + o(1))∆-colouring.

Proof. By the Hajnal-Szemerédi Theorem (Theorem E.2) applied to the line graph of G, we may partition the edges into 2∆
sets F 1 , . . . , F 2∆ such that the following holds for all j ∈ [2∆]:
• |F j | ≥ n 1+c /(4∆); and
• if e, e ′ ∈ F j and e , e ′ then e ∩ e ′ = ∅.
For analysis, fix Ei and an edge class F j . For each e ∈ F j , let X j,e
be the indicator random variable which is 1 if edge e ends up in
Í
Ei . Then E e ∈F j X j,e = |F j |/κ 2 . Since any distinct e, e ′ ∈ F j do
not share a common vertex, it follows that {X j,e }e ∈F j are mutually
independent random variables. Therefore, we may apply a Chernoff
bound (Theorem E.1) to get


hÕ
i
|F j |
Pr
X j,e > 13|F j |/κ 2 ≤ exp −12 2
3κ
e ∈F j
 c
 1+c 

n
n
≤ exp − 2 ≤ exp − 2 = exp −n µ .
∆κ
κ
Taking a union bound over all i and j gives the claim.
□


√
Corollary 6.3. Algorithm 5 returns a 1 + n−µ/2 6 ln n + n −µ ∆colouring of G with high probability.
Proof. We can colour each G i with ∆i + 1 colours using the
standard
√ greedy colouring algorithm. By Lemma 6.1 ∆i ≤ (1 +
−µ/2
n
6 ln n)∆/κ with
at least 1 − 1/n. Hence, we use
 probability
√
at most κ(∆i + 1) ≤ 1 + n −µ/2 6 ln n + n−µ ∆ colours.
□

Algorithm 5 (1 + o(1))∆-vertex colouring
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

11:
12:
13:

Theorem 6.4. If µ = ω(log log n/log n) and the memory on each
machine is O(n 1+µ ) then there is a MapReduce algorithm for (1 +
o(1))∆-colouring which succeeds with high probability.

procedure VertexColouring(Graph G = (V , E))
Randomly partition V into κ groups, V1 , . . . , Vκ
Define Ei = E[Vi ] and G i = (Vi , Ei )
if ∃i such that |Ei | > 13n 1+µ then
Fail
for every vertex v in parallel do
if v ∈ Vi then send N (v) ∩ Vi to central machine i
for every central machine i in parallel do
Let ∆i be max degree of G i
Colour G i using the standard (∆i + 1)-vertex colouring
algorithm
for every v ∈ Vi do
Let c i (v) be colour of v ∈ Vi in this colouring
Output (i, c i (v)) as colour for v.

Remark 6.5. (1 + o(1))∆-edge colouring can be achieved with almost the same algorithm, partitioning the edges into groups instead
of vertices and colouring the groups with the algorithm of Misra
and Gries [36].
Theorem 6.6. There are constant-round MapReduce algorithms
for (1 + o(1))∆-vertex colouring and (1 + o(1))∆-edge colouring that
succeed w.h.p.
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By choosing α = µ/8, we can guarantee that every vertex class
Vk,i decrease their degree by a factor of n α with high probability.
This gives the following lemma.

Improved algorithm for maximal independent
set

In this section, we discuss how to improve the algorithm in Section 3
to obtain an algorithm that rounds in O(c/µ) rounds instead of
O(1/µ 2 ). The basic idea is that if we sample n(i+1)α vertices from
the set of vertices that have degree [n 1−iα , n 1−(i−1)α ) and proceed
as in Algorithm 2, then the degree of almost all vertices decreases
by a factor of n α . In particular, this implies that the number of edges
decrease by a factor of n α which gives a algorithm using O(c/α)
rounds. We will set α = µ/8 in the analysis below.

Lemma A.2. We have |Ek +1 | ≤ 2|Ek |/n µ/8 w.h.p.
This lemma implies that after O(c/µ) rounds, we can fit all the
data onto a single machine.
Í
Proof. Let S ⊆ V and define d I (S) = v ∈S d I (v). We will lower
bound d Ik (Vk,i ) and upper bound d Ik +1 (Vk,i ). We have d Ik (Vk,i ) ≥
|Vk,i |n 1−iα . On the other hand,
′
′
d Ik +1 (Vk,i ) ≤ |Vk,i
|n 1−(i−1)α + |Vk,i \ Vk,i
|n 1−(i+1)α

Algorithm 6 Improved algorithm for maximal independent set.
Blue lines are centralized.
1: procedure MIS2(G = (V , E))
2:
I 1 ← {v : d(v) = 0}, E 1 ← E, V1 ← V , k ← 1
3:
while |Ek | ≥ n1+µ do
4:
I ← Ik
5:
Let Vk,i = {v ∈ Vk : n1−iα ≤ d I (v) < n1−(i−1)α }, for
i ∈ {1, . . . , 1/α }.
6:
for i = 1, . . . , 1/α do
7:
Draw n (i+1)α groups of n µ/2 vertices from Vk,i , say
Xi,1 , . . . , Xi,n (i +1)α

≤ |Vk,i |n −µ/4n1−(i−1)α + |Vk,i |n1−(i+1)α
= 2|Vk,i |n1−(i+1)µ/8 ,
by Lemma A.1 and using α = µ/8. Since the sets Vk,i ∩ Vk +1 form
a partition of Vk +1 , we have
Õ
2|Ek +1 | =
d Ik +1 (Vk,i ∩ Vk +1 )
i

=

i

≤2

for i = 1, . . . , 1/α do
for j = 1, . . . , n (i+1)α do
if ∃vi, j ∈ Xi, j such that d I (vi, j ) ≥ n 1−(i+1)α

8:
9:
10:

13:

15:

Õ
i

Õ
i

|Vk,i |n 1−(i+1)µ/8

d Ik (Vk,i )n −µ/8

□

proving the claim.
I ← I ∪ {vi, j }

11:

14:

d Ik +1 (Vk,i ) ≤ 2

= 4|Ek |n −µ/8 ,

then
12:

Õ

Theorem A.3. There is a MapReduce algorithm to find a maximal
independent set in O(c/µ) rounds and O(n1+µ ) space per machine,
w.h.p.

Ik +1 ← I, Vk +1 ← {v : d Ik +1 (v) > 0}, Ek +1 ← E[Vk +1 ]
k ←k +1
Find maximal independent set in (Vk , Ek ) and add it to I ▷
Total edges is < n1+µ
return I

Proof sketch. The pseudocode in Algorithm 6 is written in the
manner of a sequential algorithm, but it is easy to parallelize. The
main step that is performed in parallel is the sampling (lines 6-7).
The sets Xi, j are then sent to a central machine. Lines 8-11 are
performed sequentially on the central machine. All other steps are
straightforward to perform in the MapReduce model.
The space usage on the central machine is dominated by the total
size of the neighbourhoods of all vertices in the sets Xi, j . Thus, the
required space per machine is proportional to

In the algorithm, the set Vk,i corresponds to the set of vertices in
iteration k with degree between n1−iα and n1−(i−1)α . We first show
that most vertices in Vk,i lose a significant number of their neighbours. This will be important to show good progress in removing
the edges.

+1)α
1/α n (iÕ
Õ
Õ

′ = {v ∈ V
Lemma A.1. Let Vk,i be as in the algorithm and Vk,i
k,i :

n1−(i+1)α }.

′
Vk,i

d Ik +1 (v) ≥
In other words,
is the set of vertices
within Vk,i that did not decrease their degree by at least a factor of
′ | ≤ |V |/n µ/4 w.h.p.
niα . Then |Vk,i
k,i

i=1

j=1 v ∈Xi, j

1/α
Õ

n(i+1)α · n µ/2 · n 1−(i−1)α

i=1

= (1/α) · n 1+µ/2+2α .
Since α = µ/8, this gives the claimed space bound.

Proof. Suppose we are currently processing group Xi, j . If the
number of vertices v in Vk,i with d I (v) ≥ n1−(i+1)α is at most
|Vk,i |/n µ/4 then we are done. Otherwise, with probability at least

B

µ /2

1−(1−n −µ/4 )n ≥ 1−exp(−n µ/4 ), the group Xi, j contains a vertex
vi, j with d I (vi, j ) ≥ n1−(i+1)α and we add it to the independent set.
This can only happen at most n(i+1)α times because if it happens
n(i+1)α times then there are no more vertices in the graph. Since
′ | ≤
we sampled precisely n(i+1)α groups of vertices, we expect |Vk,i
|Vk,i |/n µ/4 w.h.p.

d I (v) ≤

□

Maximal clique

We can compute a maximal clique via a reduction to MIS. This
is, however, nontrivial because naively complementing the graph
could result in a graph that is too large to fit into memory. To resolve
this, we will use a relabeling scheme which satisfies the following
properties:
• if there are k active vertices then every active vertex has a
label in [k].

□
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• every vertex knows k and the label of all its neighbours.
Suppose we had such a labelling and consider a vertex v. Suppose N is the set of active neighbours of v. Then its degree in the
complement graph is k − |N | and its active neighbourhood in the
complement graph is [k] \ N . Observe that, while the complement
graph could have Ω(n 2 ) edges, there is no space issue because each
round only requires us to compute O(n1+µ ) edges of the complement graph in total.
We now describe the relabelling scheme. Initially, the two conditions are trivially satisfied if we assume each vertex has a unique
label in [n]. To maintain the invariant, we add the following relabeling procedure:
(1) Suppose there are k active vertices (the central machine
always knows which vertices are active). Pick a permutation
σ : V → [n] such that if v is active then σ (v) ∈ [k] and if v
is inactive then σ (v) > k. Send σ (v) and k to vertex v.
(2) Each vertex v knows σ (v). If u is a neighbour of v then v
queries u for σ (u). It then knows which of its neighbours are
still active (since it knows k).

the sequence of edges in the modified algorithm and Ei to denote
the sequence of edges in the unmodified version of Algorithm 4.
There is a simple coupling which ensures that:
•
•
•

Observe that the final condition implies that
Pr[Algorithm 7 terminates by iteration τ + 1] ≥ Pr[|Eτ′ | < 8n].
Choose τ = 200 log(n) > log(n 2 )/log(1/0.975). By the previous
lemma, we have E|Eτ′ | ≤ 1 so by Markov’s Inequality we have
Pr[|Eτ′ | ≥ 8n] ≤ 1/(8n). In particular, Algorithm 7 terminates in
O(log(n)) iterations with probability at least 1 − 1/n.
The correctness follows from Theorem 5.1.
□

D
D.1

Maximum weight b-matching
Local ratio method
Sequential local ratio algorithm for maximum weight bmatching

Corollary B.1. There is a MapReduce algorithm to find a maximal
clique in O(1/µ) rounds w.h.p.

C

E 1′ = E 1 ;
′ =E
Ei+1
i+1 if |Ei | ≥ 8n; and
if |Ei | < 8n then Algorithm 4 terminates in iteration i + 1.

Arbitrarily select an edge e = (u, v) with positive weight,
say w(e). Reduce the weight of e by w(e). For all other
e ′ ∋ u, reduce its weight by w(e)/b(u). For all other e ′ ∋ v,
reduce its weight by w(e)/b(v). Push e onto a stack and
repeat this procedure until there are no positive weight
edges remaining. At the end, unwind the stack adding
edges greedily to the matching.

Matching with O(n) space per machine

In this section we discuss the matching algorithm (Algorithm 7)
in the case µ = 0, which corresponds to having O(n) space per
machine.
Lemma C.1. Suppose η = n. Then none of the iterations fail w.h.p.
Moreover, conditioned on none of the iterations failing, we have
E [|Ei+1 | | Ei ] ≤ 0.975|Ei |.

Theorem D.1. Let b = maxv b(v). The above algorithm returns a
(3 − 2/max{2, b})-approximate matching.

Proof. The first part of the lemma is by Claim 5.2.
Let Hi = {v : di (v) ≥ |E|/n} and Li = V \ Hi . We call Hi the
heavy vertices at iteration i and Li the light vertices at iteration
i. Let c = 0.9. We claim that if v is heavy then with probability
at least 1/2, we have di+1 (v) ≤ c · di (v). Let kv be the number
of edges incident to v with positive weight when we reach v in
the for loop in Line 13. If kv ≤ c · di (v) then we are done so
suppose kv > c · di (v). The probability that we do not sample any
of the heaviest ckv edges that are currently incident to v is at most

 ckv

1 − |En |
≤ exp −c 2 < 1/2.
Í
Í
Observe that v ∈Li di (v) ≤ |Ei | so v ∈Hi di (v) ≥ |Ei |. Hence,
conditioned on Ei , we have

Õ 1
1
1©Õ
ª
E|Ei+1 | ≤
di (v) +
di (v) + cdi (v) ®

2
2
2
v ∈H i
«v ∈Li
¬
3+c
≤
|Ei | = 0.975|Ei |,
4
proving the second part of the lemma.
□

Proof. We assume b ≥ 2 since the case b = 1 is exactly Theorem 5.1.
Let M 0 = ∅ and, for i ≥ 1, let Mi be the matching maintained
after we have unwinded i edges from the stack. Next, let G 0 be the
(weighted) graph just before we begin unwinding the edges and, for
i ≥ 1, let G i be the graph with the last i weight reductions reversed.
(So, G 0 , G 1 , . . . all have the same vertex and edge sets; only the edge
weights are different.)
We claim that Mi is a (3 − 2/b)-approximate matching to G i for
all i = 0, 1, 2, . . . which proves the claim. The case i = 0 is trivial
since G 0 has no positive edge weights, so an empty matching is an
optimal matching.
Now suppose that Mi−1 is a (3 − 2/b)-approximate matching to
G i−1 . Let OPTi−1 , OPTi denote an optimal matching of G i−1 , G i ,
respectively and w i−1 , w i be the respective weight functions. Let
ei = (ui , vi ) be the ith edge that was popped from the stack. Note
that


b(ui ) − 1 b(vi ) − 1
w i (ei )
w i (OPTi ) ≤ w i−1 (OPTi−1 ) + w i (ei ) +
+
b(ui )
b(vi )


1
1
= w i−1 (OPTi−1 ) + w i (ei ) 3 −
−
b(ui ) b(vi )
≤ w i−1 (OPTi−1 ) + w i (ei )(3 − 2/b).

Theorem C.2. With probability at least 1−1/n, Algorithm 4 terminates in O(log n) iterations and returns a 2-approximate maximum
matching.
Proof. Let us consider a modified version of Algorithm 4 where
the condition to terminate when |Ei | < 8η is removed. Let Ei′ denote
12

Algorithm 7 (3 − 2/b + 2ε)-approximation for maximum weight
b-matching. Blue lines are centralized.

Next, we give a lower bound for w i (Mi ). Suppose first that we add
ei to the matching, i.e. Mi = Mi−1 ∪ {ei }. Then
w i (Mi ) ≥ w i−1 (Mi−1 ) + w i (ei ).

1:

On the other hand, suppose we do not add ei to the matching,
i.e. Mi = Mi−1 . In this case, Mi must contain at least b(ui ) edges incident to ei or b(vi ) edges incident to ei . This implies that w i (Mi ) ≥
w i−1 (Mi−1 ) + w i (ei ) because undoing the weight reduction increases the weight of the edges incident to ui (other than ei ) by
w(ei )/b(ui ) and similarly for vi . In either case, we have

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

(3 − 2/b)w i (Mi ) ≥ (3 − 2/b)(w i−1 (Mi−1 ) + w i (ei ))

9:

≥ w i−1 (OPTi−1 ) + (3 − 2/b)w i (ei )

10:

≥ w i (OPTi ),

11:

where the second inequality used the assumption that Mi−1 is a
(3 − 2/b)-approximate matching to G i−1 .
□

12:
13:
14:

D.2

Randomized local ratio
15:

Unfortunately, we cannot translate the above local ratio method
for b-matching to the MapReduce model in the same way that we
did for matching. The issue is as follows. Consider a vertex and
suppose that it has b edges all of unit weight. In the matching case
(i.e. b = 1) if any of these edges were chosen by the local ratio
algorithm then every edge incident to the vertex would be killed
off by the weight reduction step. On the other hand if b > 1 then
the weight of the remaining edges after looking at t < b edges is
(1 − 1/b)t > 0. In particular, we have only managed to kill all the
edges after we have looked at all the edges!
To fix this, we will consider an ε-adjusted local ratio method
which is inspired by the algorithm of Paz and Schwartzman [37]
for weighted matchings in the semi-streaming model. As in Theorem 5.6, we maintain a variable ϕ(v) for each vertex v which
corresponds to the sum of the weight reductions incident to vertex
v. However, rather than killing an edge (u, v) if w (u,v) ≤ ϕ(u)+ϕ(v),
we kill the edge if w (u,v) ≤ (1 +ε)(ϕ(u) +ϕ(v)). This corresponds to
applying a reduction with a multiplier of either 1 or 1 + ε. It is not
hard to show that this gives a (3 − 2/max{2, b} + 2ε)-approximate
b-matching. Indeed, the only change to the above proof is to replace
the inequality w i (OPTi ) ≤ w i−1 (OPTi−1 ) + (3 − 2/b)w i (ei ) with
w i (OPTi ) ≤ w i−1 (OPTi−1 ) + (3 − 2/b + 2ε)w i (ei ).
Let us now give some intuition for the MapReduce implementation of the ε-adjusted local ratio method. Consider a fixed a vertex
v and suppose we sample approximately 2b(v) of its edges uniformly at random. In expectation, b(v) of the sampled edges will
have weight at least the median weight edge adjacent to v. By
reducing all of these edges in the local ratio algorithm, we can effectively remove half of the edges adjacent to v. Similarly, by drawing
Õ(b(v)n µ ) edges, we decrease the degree of v by a factor of n −µ .
To implement the sequential local ratio algorithm in MapReduce,
we essentially use the same algorithm
as the one for maximum

matching, adding up to b log δ −1 edges to the stack for each vertex,
where δ = ε/(1 + ε). To simplify the analysis of the algorithm, we
randomly sample a fixed number of edges from each vertex instead
of sampling with uniform probability from the graph.
The analysis of the algorithm is similar to the proof for maximum
matching. Instead of repeating the entire proof, we show a variant

16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

procedure ApproxBMaxMatching(G = (V , E))
δ ← ε/(1 + ε)
E 1 ← E, d 1 (v) ← d(v), i ← 1
S←∅
▷ Initialize an empty stack.
while Ei , ∅ do
for each vertex v ∈ V do

if |Ei | < 2b ln δ −1 n1+µ then
Let Ev′ be all edges in Ei incident to v
else

Randomly sample b(v) ln δ −1 n µ edges from
Ei incident to v and add to Ev′
for each vertex v ∈ V do
j←1

while j ≤ b(v) ln δ −1 do
′
Let e ∈ Ev be the heaviest edge and apply an
ε-adjusted weight reduction
Push e onto the stack S
Remove e from Ev′
j ←j+1
Let Ei+1 be the subset of Ei with positive weights
di+1 (v) ← |{e ∈ Ei+1 : v ∈ e}|
i ←i +1
Unwind S, adding edges greedily to the b-matching M
return M

of Lemma 5.4 below and note that all the other lemmas extend
similarly.
Lemma D.2. Suppose η = n1+µ for some constant µ > 0. Let ∆i =
2
maxv di (v). For i > 2 with probability at least 1 − nδ · exp(−n µ/2 /2),
it holds that ∆i+1 ≤ ∆i /n µ/4 .
Proof. If |Ei | < 2b ln(δ −1 )n 1+µ then the local ratio algorithm is
performed on the entire graph, and so Ei+1 = ∅ and the lemma is
trivial. So, assume that |Ei | ≥ 2b ln(δ −1 )n 1+µ .
Let kv be the number of edges incident to v with positive weight
when we reach v in the for loop in line 13. If kv ≤ ∆i /n µ/4 then
we are done, so suppose kv > ∆i /n µ/4 .
Define an edge to be heavy if it is one of the top kv /n µ/4 heaviest edges. We claim that we sampled at least b(v) ln(1/δ ) distinct
heavy edges w.h.p. To see this, first split the sampled edges into
b(v) ln(1/δ ) groups each with n µ edges. Then, using a union bound,
the probability that we cannot pick a distinct heavy edge from each
group is bounded above by
b(v)Õ
ln(1/δ )
t =1

kv /n µ/4 − t
1−
∆i

!nµ

∆i /n µ/2 − b(v) ln(1/δ )
≤ b(v) ln(1/δ ) 1 −
∆i

!nµ

(D.1)
.


By assumption, we have |Ei | ≥ 2b(v) ln δ −1 n1+µ , so since maximum degree is at least average degree, ∆i /n µ/2 ≥ 2b(v) log(1/δ ).
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Hence, (D.1) is at most
 µ



1 n
≤ b(v) ln(1/δ ) exp −n µ/2 /2 .
b(v) ln(1/δ ) 1 −
2n µ/2
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So we have sampled at least b(v) ln(1/δ
) heavy
edges with proba


bility at least 1 − b(v) ln(1/δ ) exp −n µ/2 /2 . We will condition on
this event for the rest of the proof.
Recall that in the algorithm we add the top b(v) ln(1/δ ) edges
to the stack (note that the ordering of the remaining weights are
unchanged in the while loop starting at Line 13 because we subtract
the same quantity from each edge). Let w L be the weight of the
lightest of these edges before we perform the weight reductions.
Imagine for now that the algorithm performs ordinary weight reductions rather than ε-adjusted reductions. Then, after performing
the weight reductions, the weight of all non-heavy edges is at most
w L (1−1/b(v))b(v) ln(1/δ ) ≤ w L δ . Since we choose δ = ε/(1+ε), this
implies that we have reduced the weight of all non-heavy edges by
a 1/(1 + ε) fraction of their original weight. So, since the algorithm
actually performs ε-adjusted weight reductions, it actually reduces
the weight of the non-heavy edges to a non-positive value. These
edges can now be safely discarded from the graph, so we have
di+1 (v) ≤ kv /n µ/4 after the end of the weight reduction phase (line
19). Taking a union bound completes the proof.
□
Theorem D.3. There is a MapReduce algorithm that computes a
(3 − 2/b + 2ε)-approximation to the maximum weight b-matching
in O(c/µ) rounds when µ > 0 and O(log n) rounds when µ = 0. The
memory requirement is O(b log(1/ε)n 1+µ ).

E

Auxiliary Results

Theorem E.1 (Chernoff bound). Let X 1 , . . . , X n be independent
random variables such that X i ∈ [0, 1] with probability 1. Define
Í
X = ni=1 X i and let µ = EX . Then, for any ε > 0, we have


min{ε, ε 2 }µ
Pr[X ≥ (1 + ε)µ] ≤ exp −
.
3
Theorem E.2 (Hajnal-Szemerédi). Every graph with n vertices and
maximum degree bounded by k − 1 can be coloured using k colours
so that each colour class has at least ⌊n/k⌋ ≥ n/(2k) vertices.
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